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Abstract
The number Nn of non-crossing trees of size n satis/es Nn+1 = Tn where Tn enumerates ternary
trees of size n. We construct a new bijection to establish that fact. Since Tn =(1=(2n+ 1))( 3nn ),
it follows that 3(3n− 1)(3n− 2)Tn−1 = 2n(2n+ 1)Tn. We construct two bijections “explaining”
this recursion; one of them easily extends to the case of t-ary trees. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let Pn= {v1; v2; : : : ; vn} be a /xed set of points, conventionally ordered counter-
clockwise, forming the vertices of a convex polygon; for convenience we consider
them as the vertices of a regular n-gon. De/ne a non-crossing tree as a connected
acyclic graph with vertex set Pn whose edges are straight line segments that do not
cross. In the following, we consider the vertices labelled from 1 to n and the root of
the tree is vertex 1.
When considering the ordered set of sons with a label smaller than vi for each ver-
tex vi in a non-crossing tree, let us call them left sons, and the ordered set of sons
with a label larger than vi, let us call them right sons, we get an equivalent descrip-
tion of non-crossing trees in the following way: A non-crossing tree is a tree, where
each node vi apart from the root is associated to a (possibly empty) ordered set of left
sons (lvi ;1; : : : ; lvi ;L(vi)) and a (possibly empty) ordered set of right sons (rvi ;1; : : : ; rvi ; R(vi)).
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Fig. 1. Representations of a non-crossing tree.
The root is associated to an ordered set of right sons. By an extended version of the re-
cursive inorder traversing algorithm for binary trees (lvi ;1; : : : ; lvi ;L(vi); vi; rvi ;1; : : : ; rvi ;R(vi)),
one gets back the original representation of the non-crossing trees.
Another equivalent description of non-crossing trees is to imagine them as planted
plane trees (ordered trees), where each node vi apart from the root gets a mark from
{0; 1; : : : ; |vi|} and the root gets mark 0. Here, the mark of a node counts the number
of left sons of this node. (As usual |vi| counts the number of sons of vi.)
An example of a non-crossing tree using these three representations is given in
Fig. 1.
As far as we know, the enumeration problem for non-crossing trees was proposed
/rst as Problem E 3170 in the American Mathematical Monthly; the published solutions
are of Lossers and Peck [6]. Further papers on the subject are [2,3,5]. It turns out, that
the number Nn+1 of non-crossing trees on n + 1 points is equal to the number Tn of
ternary trees with n internal vertices.
Therefore, we have for n¿ 0
Nn+1 =
1
2n+ 1
(
3n
n
)
; (1)
a generalized Catalan number.
A ternary tree is either a single leaf (or external node) or it is an internal node
associated with three ternary trees, which can be described in the following formal
equation:
(2)
2. A rotation correspondence between non-crossing trees and ternary trees
Since there is the strong connection Nn+1 =Tn between the number of non-crossing
trees and the number of ternary trees, there should be some bijections between these
families of trees.
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Such a bijection, which uses con/gurations of chords on a circle is given in [2],
another one is given in [8, p. 138] (suggested independently by R. Simion and A.
Postnikov, as mentioned by R. Stanley) and still another one is presented here. It uses
the idea of the well known rotation correspondence between binary trees and planted
plane trees (e.g. [9, p. 60]). This classical correspondence proves that the number Pn+1
of planted plane trees with n + 1 nodes equals the number Bn of binary trees with n
internal vertices, given by Catalan numbers: Pn+1 =Bn=(1=(n+ 1))(
2n
n ).
Formally, a bijection ’ from ternary trees to non-crossing trees can be described
in the following way, where T is a ternary tree and we construct a non-crossing tree
N =’(T ):
(1) The vertices of T are the vertices of N with the root deleted.
(2) The root of T is the /rst right son of the root of N .
(3) Vertex v is a left son of vertex w in T if and only if v is the /rst left son of w
in N .
(4) Vertex v is a middle son of vertex w in T if and only if v is the /rst right son of
w in N .
(5) Vertex v is a right son of vertex w in T if and only if v is the brother to the right
of w in N .
Operations (3)–(5) of this bijection can actually be interpreted as “rotations”, as illus-
trated by an example (Fig. 2).
To verify that this correspondence is actually a bijection, one can use the fact, that
points (3)–(5) are if and only if conditions. So, when starting with a non-crossing tree
N , we can read the above operations the other way around, where point (2) means,
that the /rst son of the root of N will be the root of the constructed ternary tree T . 3
The structure of the rotation correspondence between binary trees and planted plane
trees gives a bijection involving the height of these trees: The number of planted plane
trees with n+1 nodes and height m+1 is equal to the number of binary trees with n
internal nodes and “left-height” m. The height of a node is the number of edges on the
direct path from the root to this node and the height of a tree is then the maximum
of all heights of the nodes in this tree. The “left-height” of a binary tree only counts
the left edges on the path. In computer science, the “left-height” of a binary tree is
strongly related to the required stack-size when traversing a binary tree.
As an immediate consequence of the rotation correspondence between ternary trees
and non-crossing trees, we obtain the following result in a bijective way: The number
of non-crossing trees with n + 1 nodes and height m + 1 is equal to the number of
ternary trees with n internal nodes and “left-middle-height” m. The “left-middle-height”
of a node in a ternary tree only counts the left and middle edges on the path. The
expected height of non-crossing trees (all trees of the same size are considered to
3 As one referee remarked, in the work of Dulucq and Penaud [2] this inverse bijection was described there
in an inductive way.
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Fig. 2. The rotation correspondence between non-crossing trees and ternary trees.
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be equally likely) was recently studied by Deutsch and Noy in [1]. 4 We can apply
Theorem 5 of [1] and /nd that the expected “left-middle-height” of ternary trees with
n nodes is asymptotically equivalent to (2=3)
√
3n.
3. Two bijective proofs of a recurrence for ternary trees
Due to Tn=(1=(2n+1))(
3n
n ), the numbers Tn of ternary trees with n internal nodes
satisfy the recurrence
3(3n− 1)(3n− 2)Tn−1 = 2n(2n+ 1)Tn: (3)
In the following, we will interpret this equation by a one-to-one correspondence
between (somehow) marked objects of the families Tn resp. Tn−1 of ternary trees
with n (resp. n− 1) internal nodes.
The /rst correspondence is a generalization of the well known bijective proof of the
recurrence
2(2n− 1)Bn−1 = (n+ 1)Bn (4)
for binary trees [7] (cf. also [4]). A sketch of this proof is given in the sequel.
Here, the right-hand side of this equation can be interpreted as the binary trees with
n internal nodes, where one of the n + 1 leaves is marked (let us say with a). Also,
the left-hand side of this equation can be interpreted as the binary trees with n − 1
internal nodes, where one of the 2n − 1 nodes is marked (with x) and coloured with
one of the two colours {l; r}.
We start with a binary tree B with n−1 internal nodes, where one of the (internal or
external) nodes is marked with xl or xr). To construct a binary tree B˜ with n internal
nodes in a bijective way, where one of the n+ 1 leaves is marked with a, we de/ne
the following map ’:
• Insert a new node as father of x.
◦ If x is coloured with l, then let the subtree x of B be the right son of the new
node and add a marked leaf a as the left brother of x.
◦ If x is coloured with r, then append the subtree x of B as the left son of the
inserted node and let a marked leaf a be its right brother.
It is not hard to see, that this construction is a bijection, when considering the inverse
map M’. We are starting with a binary tree B˜ with n internal nodes, where one of its
leaves is marked with a:
• The brother of the leaf a will be the marked node x in the binary tree B with n− 1
internal nodes.
4 This paper actually analyses a lot of parameters for non-crossing trees like the number of end-points,
number of vertices of a given degree, pathlength, etc.
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Fig. 3. A bijective proof of the recurrence for binary trees.
◦ If a is the left brother of x, then x is coloured with l.
◦ If a is the right brother of x, the x is coloured with r.
• Deleting the leaf a and substituting the father of x by the subtree with x as its root
gives the tree B.
With this construction, we get M’(’(B))=B and ’( M’(B˜))= B˜. It is illustrated by an
example (Fig. 3).
3.1. First correspondence
In order to avoid clumsy notations, we use the following abbreviations (see Fig. 4):
• f(x): The father of the node x.
• l(x): The left son of x.
• m(x): The middle son of x.
• r(x): The right son of x.
• cr(x): The “cyclic” right brother of x. (The next element in the cycle left son-middle
son-right son-left son of f(x), also, iterations like cr2(x)= cr(cr(x)) are used.)
• cl(x): The “cyclic” left brother of x. (The next element in the cycle right son-middle
son-left son-right son of f(x).)
We will also use the following basic tree operations (Fig. 5):
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Fig. 4. The node x and its “neighbours”.
Fig. 5. Tree operations.
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• Cut t from T (in symbols C(t)): The subtree with root t will be cut from the whole
tree T and so we get two trees.
• Substitute t by s (in symbols s → t): The subtree with root t in the tree T will be
replaced by a second tree with root s.
• Two rotations:
◦ Rotate s, t and w (in symbols s → t → w): This operation is only de/ned if t
is not a descendant of s and s is not a descendant of w. It is the composition of
three operations: C(s), s → t, t → w, which means that /rst the node t will be
replaced by the subtree with root s and then w will be replaced by t.
◦ Rotate s, t and w and add r (in symbols r → s → t → w): With the same
conditions on s, t and w as before and r being the root of a second tree. It is the
composition of three operations: r → s, s → t, t → w.
Now, we are ready to describe Eq. (3) in a bijective combinatorial way.
Using the fact that a ternary tree with n internal nodes has 2n+ 1 leaves, we inter-
pret the right-hand side of Eq. (3) as the combinatorial objects of ternary trees with n
internal nodes, where two di<erent leaves are marked with the labels a (resp. b).
To interpret the left-hand side of this equation, we use the following easy con-
struction with the combinatorial objects of ternary trees with n − 1 internal nodes.
In a /rst step, one of the 3n − 2 nodes of the ternary tree is marked with x and
coloured with one of the three colours {l; m; r}. In a second step, we add one extra
leaf and mark one of these (together with the original tree) as 3n − 1 nodes with
label y.
In the following, we give an algorithm, that transforms objects of the left-hand side
to objects of the right-hand side of the equation. With the above tree operations, the
algorithm can be described in the following way:
• Input: A ternary tree T with n − 1 internal nodes where one of its (internal or
external) nodes is marked with label x and coloured by l, m or r. Moreover, one of
these nodes or an extra leaf is marked with label y.
• A new node (let us call it p) and a marked leaf a will be inserted into the tree in
the following way: p replaces x and according to its colours l, m or r, leaf a will
be the left, middle or right son of p. Then x will be the cyclic right brother of leaf
a.
• Next the extra leaf will be marked with label b.
◦ If p=f(a) is not a descendant of y: Marked leaf b substitutes y and then y will
be the cyclic left brother of a, in symbols b→ y, y → cl(a).
◦ If p=f(a) is a descendant of y, a rotation will be performed: b→ f(a)→ y →
cl(a).
• Output: A ternary tree T˜ with n internal nodes, where two diNerent leaves are
marked with a resp. b.
The algorithm is illustrated by a few examples (Figs. 6–9).
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Fig. 6. First correspondence: the map from T to T˜ (easy case).
To show that this algorithm is constructing a one-to-one correspondence, we give
the inverse map:
• Input: A ternary tree T˜ with n internal nodes, where two diNerent leaves are marked
with a resp. b.
• The cyclic left brother of leaf a will be marked with y.
◦ If leaf b is not a descendant of y, we will do the following: Cut y and substitute
leaf b. (C(y), y → b).
◦ If leaf b is a descendant of y make the rotation y → f(a)→ b.
• The cyclic right brother of a will be marked with label x.
◦ If a is the left son of its father then colour x with l.
◦ If a is the middle son of its father then colour x with m.
◦ If a is the right son of its father then colour x with r.
• Cut x and substitute f(a), in symbols C(x), x → f(a).
• Output: A ternary tree T with n − 1 internal nodes where one of its (internal or
external) nodes is marked with label x and coloured by l, m or r. Moreover, one of
these nodes or an extra leaf (the leaf marked with b in T˜ ) is marked with label y.
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Fig. 7. First correspondence: the map from T to T˜ (a rotation is done).
It is not hard to see, that this algorithm can be extended to prove the recurrence
t(tn− 1)(tn− 2) : : : (tn− t + 1)T [t]n−1
= ((t − 1)n+ 1)((t − 1)n) : : : ((t − 1)n− t + 3)T [t]n
for general t-ary trees, where T [t]n denotes the number of t-ary trees with n internal
nodes.
The right-hand side of this equation can be interpreted combinatorially as t-ary trees
with n internal nodes, where t − 1 di<erent leaves are marked with labels a, resp.
b1; b2; : : : ; bt−2. To interpret the left-hand side of this equation, we iterate the previously
described construction for ternary trees with n − 1 internal nodes. In a /rst step, one
of the tn − t + 1 nodes of the t-ary tree is marked with x and coloured with one
of the t colours {1; 2; : : : ; t}. In a second step, we add one extra leaf and mark one
of these (together with the original tree) tn − t + 2 nodes with label y1. By iterating
the second step of adding a leaf and marking t − 2 times, in the last step, we add a
leaf and mark one of the resulting tn − 1 nodes with label yt−2. Then the presented
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Fig. 8. First correspondence: the map from T to T˜ (the extra leaf is marked).
algorithm for ternary trees can be adapted to prove the above recurrence for t-ary
trees:
• Input: A t-ary tree T with n−1 internal nodes, where one of its (internal or external)
nodes is marked with label x and coloured with a colour from 1; 2; : : : ; t. Moreover,
for all k =1; 2; : : : ; t − 2 one of these nodes or one of the /rst k extra leaves is
marked with label yk .
• A new node (let us call it p) and a marked leaf a will be inserted into the tree in
the following way: p replaces x and according to its colour 1; 2; : : : ; t leaf a will be
the /rst, second, . . . , tth son of p. Then, x will be the cyclic right brother of leaf
a.
• Iterate the following steps for all k =1; 2; : : : ; t − 2.
◦ The kth extra leaf will be marked with label bk .
◦— If p=f(a) is not a descendant of yk : Marked leaf bk substitutes yk and then yk
will be the k+1th cyclic right brother of a, in symbols bk → yk , yk → crk+1(a).
— If p=f(a) is a descendant of yk , a rotation will be done: bk → f(a)→ yk →
crk+1(a).
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Fig. 9. First correspondence: the map from T to T˜ (one node marked with x and y).
• Output: A t-ary tree T˜ with n internal nodes, where t−1 diNerent leaves are marked
with labels a, resp. b1; b2; : : : ; bt−2.
3.2. Second correspondence
For the second bijection, we extend recurrence (3) by a factor n:
(3n)(3n− 1)(3n− 2)Tn−1 = n(2n)(2n+ 1)Tn: (5)
Using the fact that a ternary tree with n internal nodes has 2n+1 leaves, we interpret
the right-hand side of (5) as the combinatorial objects of ternary trees with n internal
nodes, where one internal node is marked with label a and two di<erent leaves are
marked with labels b1 (resp. b2).
To interpret the left-hand side of the above equation, we use the following construc-
tion for ternary trees with n− 1 internal nodes. In a /rst step, one of the 3n− 2 nodes
of the ternary tree is marked with x. In a second step, we add one extra leaf and mark
one of these (together with the original tree) 3n − 1 nodes with label y1. In a third
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step, we add one further extra leaf and mark one of the resulting 3n nodes with
label y2.
The following algorithm transforms objects of the left-hand side to objects of the
right-hand side of Eq. (5):
• Input: A ternary tree T with n − 1 internal nodes, where one of its (internal or
external) nodes is marked with label x. Further, one of the nodes of T or the /rst
extra leaf is marked with label y1, and one of the nodes of T or one of the two
extra leaves is marked with label y2.
• A new node, marked with label a will be inserted into the tree in the following way:
a replaces x and x will be the left son of a.
• The /rst extra leaf will be marked with label b1.
◦ If a is not a descendant of y1: Marked leaf b1 substitutes y1 and then y1 will be
the middle son of a, in symbols b1 → y1, y1 → m(a).
◦ If a is a descendant of y1, a rotation will be done: b1 → a→ y1 → m(a).
• The second extra leaf will be marked with label b2.
◦ If a is not a descendant of y2: Marked leaf b2 substitutes y2 and then y2 will be
the right son of a, in symbols b2 → y2, y2 → r(a).
◦ If a is a descendant of y2 a rotation will be done: b2 → a→ y2 → r(a).
• Output: A ternary tree T˜ with n internal nodes, where one internal node is marked
with a and two diNerent leaves are marked with labels b1 resp. b2.
One could illustrate all appearing cases by drawings, but it seems suPcient to give
as an example the main case, where no rotation is done and no extra leaf is marked
(Fig. 10):
For the sake of completeness we also give the inverse map:
• Input: A ternary tree T˜ with n internal nodes, where one internal node is marked
with a and two diNerent leaves are marked with labels b1 resp. b2.
• The right son of leaf a will be marked with y2.
◦ If leaf b2 is not a descendant of y2, we will do the following: Cut y2 and substitute
leaf b2. (C(y2), y2 → b2).
◦ If leaf b2 is a descendant of y2, make the rotation y2 → a→ b2.
• The middle son of a will be marked with label y1.
◦ If leaf b1 is not a descendant of y1, we will do the following: Cut y1 and substitute
leaf b1. (C(y1), y1 → b1).
◦ If leaf b1 is a descendant of y1 make the rotation y1 → a→ b1.
• The left son of a will be marked with label x.
• Cut x and substitute a, in symbols C(x), x → a.
• Output: A ternary tree T with n − 1 internal nodes where one of its (internal or
external) nodes is marked with label x. Further, one of the nodes of T or the /rst
extra leaf (the leaf marked with b1 in T˜ ) is marked with label y1, and one of the
nodes of T or one of the two extra leaves is marked with label y2.
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Fig. 10. Second correspondence: the map from T to T˜ (easy case).
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